The perfect complement to traditional Kyoto, the Station Building's modern design is not only the city's main transportation hub, but is home to a variety of amazing cultural, dining and shopping experiences. Enjoy futuristic facilities in the heart of the ancient capital!

www.kyoto-station-building.co.jp/en/

The artistic Graphical Illumination on the Big Stairway began in 2012 to celebrate the 15th anniversary of the Kyoto Station Building. The main stairway (125 steps) is illuminated with approx. 15,000 LED lights, set along with elegant music. Enjoy the artistic seasonal illuminations of Kyoto.

Illumination: 16:00-22:00
* I illumination time varies depending on the season.
* The illumination will not operate during special events.

For more details, visit the website:
www.kyoto-station-building.co.jp/graphical_illumination

LEGO® “KYOTO STATION BUILDING MODEL”
Originally made to celebrate the 50th anniversary since the LEGO® brick's arrival in Japan and the 15th anniversary of the Kyoto Station Building, this special LEGO® model was completed in 2012.

The LEGO Group based in Denmark was established in 1932 by the Ole Kirk Kristiansen. The first LEGO® set was sold in Japan in 1962 and soon became an essential item which has entertained Japanese children and people for over 50 years and helped nurture their creativity through playing.

Come and see this extraordinary one-of-a-kind Kyoto Station Building model now showcased at the East Square of the building.

Showcased at East Square

KYOTO BIFU
March 2 (Sat.) to 31 (Sun.) 10:00-20:00

“Leading Artisan of Kyoto Craftsmanship” Exhibition
In front of the Kyoto Station Information Center

Kyoto has nurtured a number of craftspeople in its 1200-year history. To acknowledge and pass on their invaluable spirits and skills to the future, Kyoto City started to certify mid-level craftspeople as “Leading Artisan of Kyoto Craftsmanship.” Ten newly certified craftspeople last year and other formerly-certified masters exhibit their works and skill.

① Kyo-yaki/Kiyomizu-yaki Ceramic by Takatomi Kato
② Nishijin Fabric of Nishiki-ori Weaving “Gem of Wieliczka” by Amane Tatsumura
③ Japanese Sake “Jurakudai Daiginjo Extra Premium” by Toyohito Tanaka
④ Kyo Kanoko Shibori Tie-dye by Kichi Matsuoka

About KYOTO BIFU
Referring to a way of life fundamental to Kyoto culture and nurtured by the city’s artisans, the word “Bifu” can be translated to “lovely ways” or “beautiful customs.” The KYOTO BIFU exhibitions at Kyoto Station Building introduce “Bifu” in its various forms, both new and traditional. Particularly, they focus the works of artisans who embody this philosophy and, in turn, have come to represent the Kyoto way of life.

Photo from the previous event

March 23 & 24 12:00-18:00

Join a fun Marché and find pretty and organic items. Fun live music will welcome and entertain visitors, too.

Venue: East Square of the Kyoto Station Building (around the Gazebo)
* In case of rain, held at Kita Piloti, next to the east square.

Photo from the previous event
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